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Chicago, IL

r.kondratowicz1@gmail.com

847-915-9011
robkondrat

robkondrat.com
LinkedIn

Balanced full stack software engineer driven to
work with a development team to impact project
outcomes, continue learning, and share a passion
with. Continuously refining skills and learning new
concepts with the intent of contributing creative
and functional ideas.
* Willing to relocate!

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Software Engineer Student, Actualize
12/2019 – 04/2020 | Chicago
Learned fundamentals and best practices in fullstack web development in areas of project
architecture, backend, frontend, and how to
effectively self-teach new technologies
Generated technical requirements and
determined the most effective solutions, created
wireframes, designed schema, and researched
outside resources
Built and tested backend, incorporated external
APIs
Created pages and routing, made web requests
to retrieve data, formatted and styled results,
incorporated libraries and themes
Middle Market Account Executive, Upwork, LLC
02/2019 – 10/2019 | Chicago
Consulted clients on leveraging talent on
Upwork platform for upcoming projects and/or
filling talent gaps
Matched creative agencies and independent
freelancers with clients based on their needs
and project scopes
Senior Account Executive, CareerBuilder, LLC
09/2016 – 02/2019 | Chicago

PROJECTS
BeerEZ, Ruby on Rails, Vue.js
Store for discovering and purchasing
beer, and learning more about
breweries. Includes user
authentication for adding products to
cart and checkout process.
Tastebuddies, Node.js, Vue.js
Swipe through images of menu items
from database of restaurants based
on user selected cuisine preferences
for dining recommendations.
Magnitude, React, ChartJS
Leveraged Chart.js and a COVID-19
Data API for this historical data
visualization project that breaks down
U.S. statistics at the state and national
level, including positive vs. negative
test results, total death toll and daily
death toll.
Bidcast, Ruby on Rails, Vue.js
Developed an app for advertisers and
podcasts to get connected through a
format of bidding for available adspace. Presented project to live
stream audience.
Full Measure, Ruby on Rails, Vue.js,
Google Maps API
Group built app that maps and
updates user-submitted local
“malfeasance.”

SKILLS
Front-End

React, Vue, Javascript, HTML, CSS

Back-End

Ruby on Rails, NodeJS, Postgresql

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Marketing,
DePaul University
2008 – 2012 | Chicago

